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The complexity of reading

Jess decided to cut and run.  She couldn’t 
face what might happen next.  



Reading is not “natural”

“Children are wired for sound, but print is an optional accessory 
that must be painstakingly bolted on” (Pinker, 1997)

The Lindisfarne Gospels
Lindisfarne (8th century)

British Library, Public Domain

Epic of Gilgamesh (7th century BCE)
British Museum CC BY-NC-SA 4.0



Writing is not intuitive

• Spoken language is continuous (no discrete words, sounds)
• Spoken language includes non-lexical acoustic information
• Spoken language includes gesture, audio-visual information
• Spoken language happens in shared contexts

Writing tries to represent this as discrete visual 
symbols! 



Meaning Spelling

Sound

Rastle, 2019, Cortex

Spoken Language

Rueckl et al., 2015, PNAS

Mapping visual symbols to spoken language



Writing is a code for language

Basic challenge is to link arbitrary visual symbols to language.
Solution will depend on writing system.   



“How are we going to spell forty+ [sounds] with 
twenty-six letters?  That, in a nutshell, is the 
problem of English spelling.”  (Crystal, 2012)

thigh, age, eight, gain

English is a particularly difficult code



Meaning Spelling

Sound
CUT CAT CAN

Highly arbitrary

Cracking the written code

• Arbitrary learning is very hard
• Not possible in languages with very large vocabularies



Meaning Spelling

Sound
CUT CAT CAN

Highly system
atic

• Enormously efficient! 
• Reading comprehension = decoding + spoken language

Cracking the written code



‘Phonics’ refers to systematic, explicit instruction on how the 
alphabet works; what letters are and what they represent. 

Meaning Spelling

Sound

Highly system
atic

Jolly Phonics
Creative Commons Sharealike

Cracking the written code



Isn’t English too irregular for phonics? 

HAVE vs save, wave, cave…
PINT vs mint, hint, print

~80% predictable by rule; 
irregularity typically affects 
one phoneme only.

Based on analysis of ca. 21,000 unique words in real books 
for children aged 5-7 (Solity, 2020)



How about “other approaches”? 

There is no other path, no “other approaches” to becoming a 
skilled reader of an alphabetic writing system, than through 

fluent decoding.  Children must know what letters are and what 
they represent to progress in reading. 



We sit with our children reading whole books, talking about 
them, sometimes pointing at whole words, sometimes at 

letters. We sit with them writing shopping lists, labelling things 
in their rooms, doing texting on phones, planning holidays 
looking at pictures and reading out the names of places …. 

these are ways in which many people … have learned in part or 
whole how to read.” (Rosen, 2013).

Is explicit instruction necessary?



The myth of discovery learning

Music is a far easier code: no ambiguity about grain size or function; 
and no inconsistency.  If discovery is a viable learning strategy, this 

should be straightforward. 

Chopin, Prelude in A Major



bæv fig

zug gɒf

Rastle et al. (2021, Psychological Science)

The power of explicit instruction 

Explicit instruction comprised less than 3% of the total teaching 
time but transformed outcomes. 



Is phonics all there is to reading? 

Phonics screen score (Yr 1) is 
the strongest predictor of 
PIRLS (2016) score (Yr 4)

Stronger than: 
• Books in the home
• Welfare status
• Internet connection
• School performance
• Pupil age
• Pupil gender
• Ethnicity
• EAL status
• Pupil has own room

No, but it is a necessary foundation! 

McGrane et al., 2017



Phonics instruction rapidly unlocks the written code; it allows 
children to access text.

Reading experience is needed to build fluency, and to allow 
statistical learning to do its job. The latter takes a long, long time!

Motivation, skilled teaching of comprehension, appropriate 
reading materials all vitally important. 

The place of phonics in reading

Wikimedia Commons
CC BY 2.0

USAID
CC BY 4.0

Nova Jacobs / Flickr
CC BY



The information in text

Emily Dickinson

Charles Dickens

• Writing is highly impoverished relative to spoken 
language; no prosody, gesture, audio-visual information.

• Writing offers different forms of information; e.g. spacing, 
case, line breaks, visible morphology, highly 
disambiguating (e.g. Chinese).

• Writing uses richer vocabulary and more complex syntax 
than spoken language. 



Highly visible morphology

develop
develops
developing
developed
developers
undeveloped
undevelopable
developable
development
developmental
developmentally
antidevelopment
redevelop
predevelop
predevelopment

develop
develop s
develop ing
develop ed
develop er s

un develop ed
un develop able

develop able
develop ment
develop ment al
develop ment ally

anti develop ment
re develop
pre develop
pre develop ment

underdeveloped
misdevelopment



Highly visible morphology

Ulicheva, Harvey, Aronoff, & Rastle, 2020, Cognition

/IkƏl//lƏs/

• Letter clusters in English become “reserved” for communicating meaning
• Sensitivity in a variety of reading measures from late adolescence
• Information not available in spoken language



Highly visible morphology

herded, kicked snored

hurdid, kict, snord



Bloody school tomorrow!
Going back tonight ... or tomorrow 
morning ?
Tomorrow morning .
What early?
I'm gonna have to get up at four. Get home 
by seven .
Have you hurt your eyes ?
Yeah . Rubbing it  … Got eyelash in my eye . 
. .  I get a funny twitch in it . The nerve goes 
, phew {laugh} It's horrible when it
{laughing} A bit dodgy !
Yeah. Was the club busy last night ?
Er , yeah it was actually packed , it was 
really packed. It was a good night actually.

Bergen Corpus of London 
Teenage Language (1993)

The richness of text

Deep in the forest a call was 
sounding, and as often as he heard 
this call, mysteriously thrilling and 
luring, he felt compelled to turn his 
back upon the fire and the beaten 
earth around it, and to plunge into 
the forest, and on and on, he knew 
not where or why; nor did he 
wonder where or why, the call 
sounding imperiously, deep in the 
forest.

Jack London
The Call of the Wild



Using predictive knowledge about text

ü Whether to skip the next word

ü Where to land on the next word

ü How long to fixate the next word

ü Whether to regress to a word

Skilled reading requires predictive knowledge to be deployed incredibly 
quickly.  Eye-movement system becomes tuned to these predictions over 

many years of text experience.  

Skilled eye-movement system contributes to reading efficiency



A revised ‘simple view’

Meaning Spelling

Sound

Oral language 
foundations

Instruction 
(get children 

out of the 
gate quickly!)

Text experience 
(let statistical learning 

work its magic!)

Rastle, 2019, Cortex



Barriers to bringing research into classrooms

Ideology
• Pockets of ideology mean we waste time covering old ground.
• Political allegiances are irrelevant; reading is a scientific problem. 

Lack of knowledge
• Lack of deep knowledge that explains the ‘why’.
• Shallow knowledge sometimes motivates poor practices.  

Evidence base is incomplete
• Science hasn’t yet provided all the answers.
• Studies to assess effective classroom methods are hard to do well.
• Studying “what works” does not inform understanding of mechanism.

But … this is a completely different world to a decade ago! 



Some further reading (general)

Open  Access 

Emily Hanford

rastlelab.com



Some further reading (morphology)

Open  Access 

Open  Access 



Do subtitles help children to learn to read? 

Use eye-tracking to measure how children 
engage with subtitled television

Experiment 1: how do these measures 
change with age / reading ability? 

Experiment 2: does 6 weeks of experience 
with subtitles (min 30 hours) influence these 
measures or standard tests of reading 
ability? 

We need your help! 



Thank you!
Kathy.Rastle@rhul.ac.uk

www.rastlelab.com
@Kathy_Rastle 
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